RULES ON THE USE OF SIRIM QAS INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION MARKS

These rules specify how SIRIM QAS International’s certification marks shall be depicted and conditions relating to their use.

A client whose management system has been certified by SIRIM QAS International is entitled to use the applicable management system certification mark of SIRIM QAS International. For multi-site organization, only sites whose activities are included in the scope of the certification may use the applicable certification mark. The right to use the certification mark does not extend to the parent company or to subsidiary(ies) of the certified client unless these entities are also included in the certification.

SIRIM QAS International’s certification mark may be used on its own or in combination with the accreditation mark which appears on the management system certificate issued to the client. The mark used shall clearly reflect the management system for which the client has been certified.

The applicable management system certification mark when used on its own shall be as shown in Annex 1.

For a client whose Quality Management System has been certified to more than one standard e.g. ISO 9001 and ISO/TS 16949, a single mark may be used but the applicable standards and certification numbers shall be specified below the mark. The same applies to a client whose Occupational Health and Safety Management System have been certified to more than one standard.

The certification marks may be used in literature, stationery and advertising. However, they shall not be used on products or packaging (both primary and secondary), and laboratory test, calibration or inspection reports or certificates, as such reports or certificates are deemed to be products in this context. The marks shall also not be used on flags, vehicles and the exterior walls of buildings.

The certification marks in Annex 1 may be reproduced in black and white, or in the case of preprinted material e.g. letterhead, stationery, newspaper and magazine articles, in the predominant colour of these items.

The marks and associated text shall always follow the relative proportions as illustrated in Annex 1 although they may be uniformly enlarged or reduced. The lower limit of the size of the marks shall be such that the associated text is clearly legible. The marks shall always be used with the associated text.

The use of SIRIM QAS International’s name, corporate logo, trademarks or any intellectual property under any circumstances without prior written approval of the Managing Director is strictly forbidden.

Management system certification mark with the Standards Malaysia accreditation mark

The SIRIM QAS International management system certification mark may be used in combination with the Standards Malaysia accreditation mark by a client who has been issued with a Standards Malaysia accredited certificate. In all instances where the accreditation mark is used by the client, it shall be together with the applicable management system certification mark with associated text as shown in Annex 2.

The marks, when used in combination, shall be reproduced in black and white as depicted in Annex 2. The client, however, may reproduce the Standards Malaysia mark in colour but this shall strictly comply with the colour scheme specified by Standards Malaysia. Details of the colour scheme can be obtained from the Technical Section of Management System Certification Department.

The combined marks, as depicted in Annex 2, may be uniformly enlarged or reduced, but all the accompanying text shall always remain legible. The combined marks may be used in literature, stationery and advertising. The marks shall not be used on products or packaging (both primary and secondary), and laboratory test, calibration or inspection reports or certificates, as such reports or certificates are deemed to be products in this context. The marks shall also not be used on flags, vehicles and the exterior walls of buildings.
Management system certification mark with the UKAS accreditation mark

The UKAS Accreditation mark may be used in combination with the SIRIM QAS International management system certification mark by clients whose have been issued with a UKAS accredited certificate by SIRIM QAS International. In all instances where the UKAS accreditation mark is used, it shall be together with the applicable management system certification mark with associated text as shown in Annex 3.

The marks when used in combination shall be reproduced in black and white, or in the case of preprinted letterhead, the predominant ink colour of the letterhead.

The combined mark, as depicted in Annex 3, may be enlarged or reduced. However, the UKAS accreditation mark shall normally have a minimum height of 20 mm (excluding the accreditation number). In exceptional circumstances, when dictated by space lamination, the mark may be reproduced at a reduced height. Such reduction in the height of the mark is allowed provided that there is no infilling and the accompanying text is remains legible. The mark shall always be used with the associated text.

The management system certification mark together with the UKAS accreditation mark may be used in literature, stationery and advertising. "Advertising" shall not include notices, labels, documents or written announcements affixed to or otherwise appearing on vehicles or flags. The mark shall also not be used on products and packaging (both primary and secondary), and laboratory test, calibration or inspection reports or certificates, as such reports or certificates are deemed to be products in this context and on the exterior walls of buildings.

Management system mark with the IQNet mark

Where an IQNet certificate has been issued to the client by SIRIM QAS International, the client may use the IQNet management system certification mark. In all instances where the IQNet mark is used, it shall be together with the applicable management system certification mark with associated text as shown in Annex 4.

The marks, when used in combination, shall be reproduced in a single colour, or in the case of preprinted letterhead paper, the predominant colour of the letterhead.

The management system certification mark together with the IQNet mark may be used in documents, signs, windows and advertising media.

Use of statements making reference to the certification (Applicable to all the marks referred in Annexes)

The use of any of the management certification marks on products is strictly prohibited. This prohibition includes all primary and secondary packaging.

However, a client whose management system has been certified by SIRIM QAS International is entitled to use a statement on product packaging or in accompanying information that it has a certified management system. Product packaging is considered as that which can be removed without the product disintegrating or being damaged. Accompanying information is considered as separately available or easily detachable. Type labels or identification plates are considered as part of the product. The statement shall in no way imply that the product, process or service is certified.

Where such a statement is used, it shall include reference to:

i) identification (e.g. brand or name) of the certified client;
ii) the type of management system (e.g. quality, environment) and the applicable standard;
iii) the name of certification body i.e. SIRIM QAS International Sdn. Bhd.

Example of a statement that may be used is as follows:
"Manufactured by ABC Sdn. Bhd. whose quality management system is certified to ISO 9001:2015 by SIRIM QAS International".

Equivalent statements, carrying the same meaning, may be acceptable.
Note:

1. The numeric identification YYYY in the standard (e.g. ISO 9001:YYYY) refers to year of revision of the standard. Client is required to confirm the revision number of the standard by referring to the latest version of the certificate issued by SIRIM QAS International.

2. The alpha-numeric identification XXXXXX in the Cert No. (e.g. CERT. NO.: XXXXXX) refers to the certification number of the certificate. Client is required to confirm the Cert No. by referring to the latest version of certificate issued by SIRIM QAS International.
ANNEX 2
Management system certification mark with the STANDARDS MALAYSIA accreditation mark

CERTIFIED TO ISO 9001:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO 14001:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO OHSAS 18001:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO MS 1722:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO 13485:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO/IEC 27001:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO MS 1480:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO 22000:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO MC&S (YYYY)
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO PEFC ST 2002:YYYY
CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
ANNEX 3

Management system certification mark with the UKAS accreditation mark

CERTIFIED TO ISO 9001:YYYY
CERT. NO.: XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO 13485:YYYY
CERT. NO.: XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO 14001:YYYY
CERT. NO.: XXXXXX

CERTIFIED TO ISO/IEC 27001:YYYY
CERT. NO.: XXXXXX
ANNEX 4

Management system mark with the IQNet mark

CERTIFIED TO ISO 9001:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO ISO 14001:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO OHSAS 18001:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO IS0 13485:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO ISO/IEC 27001:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO ISO 22000:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO ISO/IEC 20000-1:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX
CERTIFIED TO ISO 50001:YYYY CERT. NO. : XXXXXX